ISSUE: Need to strengthen relationship between the State EOC & MIFC Dispatch/Personnel

BACKGROUND: Personnel from multiple agencies are involved in responding to wildfire and all-risk incidents. There may not be a complete understanding of roles and responsibilities of all personnel involved in dispatching and managing incidents.

RECOMMENDATIONS / EXPECTED PRODUCT: Stronger partnership between MNICS/HSEM and SEOC

How - Formal Meetings to be scheduled

Implementation Plan: Who, What, When & Where for these meetings will be coordinated by Kim Ketterhagen

A. Tasked to: 
   a. Individual – Kim Ketterhagen and Tom Fasteland 
      i. Leader – Kim Ketterhagen 
      ii. Committee – Sheldon Mack, Matt Nelson, Al Buchert, Bill Schuster, Tom Fasteland 
      iii. Meeting Date(s) – 2/6/12 & 3/19/12 
      iv. Meeting Location – MIFC

B. Target Completion Date: March 2012
   a. Assignment Update: Meeting in February was successful in identifying needs and solutions on how to work within the system to appropriately compensate State Patrol resources when working for MNICS agencies. Future meetings will enhance understanding of process, policies, procedures and partnerships.